REDESIGNED ANDROID & iOS APPS DELIVER MAJOR USABILITY AND PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS

WAVE Mobile Communicator extends push-to-talk to everyone by enabling smartphones and other specialty devices to securely communicate with two-way radio users and other communication systems over broadband networks.

With this new version we’ve made significant changes to the look, feel and performance of the application:

• Cleaner, less cluttered interface allows easy navigation between functions
• Darker design improves battery life and is well suited to covert operations
• User can toggle between small or full screen PTT buttons for improved ease of use
• Simpler Bluetooth device management
• Other improvements to operation and functions that will help accommodate exciting new capabilities in future releases.

View available Talk Groups, mute/unmute all Groups and access app. Settings, Help and About from a single location.

Drill into individual Talk Groups with chronological history of text/broadcast on one screen. Launch full-screen PTT mode.

View who is sharing location or talking, send audio or text. Zoom in to center on your location. Zoom out to see all Members sharing location.

Available Now in the Google Play and iTunes App Stores

For more information about WAVE, please contact your Motorola representative or visit motorolasolutions.com/wave.